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Storage intelligence.
Today’s complex enterprise storage environments
are challenging to effectively manage and
understand. Combinations of direct, network and
SAN attached storage complicate administration by
making it difficult to map storage resources to
business critical applications. 

QiNetix StorageManager (QSM) software simplifies
storage resource administration by discovering,
tracking, analyzing, trending, and  reporting on
primary storage use. This information is linked to
the respective file system and application
simplifying understanding. As a result, IT can meet
storage service level agreements for different
classes of data.

Leveraging a flexible costing model, QSM software
associates data sets to the cost of storage used.
Logical grouping of data by geography, business
unit or application simplify understanding the
allocation of primary storage and its cost. QSM
software’s insight lets IT reclaim wasted storage,
eliminating misused capacity and identifies how
much IT is saving in real dollars. In addition, QSM
software tracks and reports on application status to
prevent storage related problems from impacting
protection, availability and performance. 

The QSM software provides the intelligence
gathering necessary for data lifecycle management
by classifying storage usage by system, application
or data type. Policy-based use of tiered storage can
be easily implemented to match cost of primary
storage with the value of data.  So, IT has the
information to plan, implement and administrate
policy-based storage service levels.
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“Until we understand what we have,
we cannot meet service levels.”

CommVault Systems

In 1996, CommVault Systems evolved from an AT&T Bell Labs
spin-off division to innovate backup and restore capabilities.
In early 2000, the company launched its flagship product,
CommVault® Galaxy™ backup and recovery — a recent 4-time
storage industry award winner. Since 2000, CommVault has
forged numerous alliances with top software application and
hardware vendors such as Dell, EMC, HP, Hitachi Data
Systems, IBM, Microsoft, Network Appliance and StorageTek
to enhance capabilities and to create the premiere suite of
data management solutions. In 2002, CommVault
launched the QiNetix platform that provides the ultimate
data protection. To date, QiNetix software is installed at
many Global 2000 enterprises. 

Today, CommVault Systems, Inc., is a privately held,
independent company ranked by IDC as a leader in
enterprise data and storage management
software. Our singular focus is creating and
implementing comprehensive, fast, reliable
and easy-to-use data protection solutions.
To find out how CommVault software can
meet your enterprise requirements,
call or e-mail us today. Or visit
www.commvault.com.
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Understand Your Storage Environment

QiNetix StorageManager (QSM) software monitors,
trends, correlates, reports, and displays critical
information about application storage resources
across a networked storage environment. Tracking
and verifying storage consumption against
thresholds, QSM software improves the efficiency of
storage-intensive environments by uncovering

misused, unused or overused
storage resources. As a

result, data access and
availability go up, while
storage costs go down.

The QSM software
provides views into every

aspect of your primary
storage environment.

Understand shares, volumes,
directories, files, owners, sizes, ages, and other
attributes. The QSM interface offers built-in reports
and multi-color graphs to better illuminate the
results. Historical trends let IT spot changes and
potential problems before they cause trouble. And
it s easy to export the QSM intelligence for use in
other documents and presentations.

Better Control of Cost and Use

CommVault’s QSM software helps IT take control.
The QSM interface presents an application specific
perspective, linking the logical storage description
with physical storage assets. Custom grouping of
assets according to geography, business unit of
other criteria mean IT can see and manage data and
storage according to its needs. Inheriting cost
categories from QNet, the QSM software calculates

the cost for logical and physical storage assets making
it simple to use policies to match cost of primary
storage with the value of data using tiered storage
architecture.

Meet Service Levels

QSM software provides threshold or event based
alerting so IT is has the proper insight into their
dynamic storage environment. QSM views deliver
analysis, trends and projections according to class of
data. So business critical applications, like email,
databases and file shares, can be dynamic tracked and
managed against service level agreements instead of
by convenient definition of what’s affordable or
achievable. 

By warning IT to storage-related trouble-spots with
color-coded alerts before they become critical
problems, administrators can identify if these events
are trends or one time occurrences and take
appropriate action. QSM software ‘advisories’ inform IT
of application related storage imbalances that impact
performance, responsiveness or level of protection.
QSM ‘advisories’ provide best practice suggestions to
remedy the situation.

Add Services for a Total Solution
You can count on the professional services and support
of CommVault Systems. In fact, we pride ourselves
on delivering the most trusted, responsive and
context-sensitive customer service in the industry.  Our
data and storage management experts assist you from
start to finish–planning, implementation, deployment,
training, technical support–allowing you to realize the
full value of your investment.  

StorageManager–a CommVault
QiNetix Software Solution
Built on the proven CommVault Common
Technology Engine, CommVault® QiNetix™ is the
first unified enterprise data management solution that
ensures high performance protection, universal
availability and simplified management of complex
storage networks. The result? Dynamic data
management that makes storage easy to manage.

The interaction and unification of the QiNetix
platform components deliver unparalleled business
and operational advantages. Like, superior ROI.
Better use of storage
resources. Increased
staff productivity.
Maximum data
availability. And,
reduced Total Cost
of Ownership. 

Choose QiNetix StorageManager to see what
storage your business applications are using and
what it’s costing you.

Learn more about QSM 
and the benefits of data and storage

resource management.

Call today: 732 870-4000

E-mail: info@commvault.com

Or visit us at: www.commvault.com


